
 

FACT SHEET: BETO O’ROURKE’S PLAN FOR FISHERIES 
VISION TO GUARANTEE LONG-TERM SURVIVAL AND VITALITY FOR OUR NATION’S FISHERIES  
 
Aquaculture in the United States represents a major industry, accounting for $5.4 billion in total value and                 
made up of 9.9 billion pounds of fish and shellfish in 2017. New England, including New Hampshire’s 18                  
miles of coastline, commercial fishing supports tens of thousands of jobs and annual landings in the                
region are valued at over $1 billion. Though the industry faces challenges that impact its long-term                
success. Climate change continues to threaten sustainability and availability of fish. Key fish stocks—like              
North Atlantic Cod—have hit their lowest levels ever recorded in recent years. The cost of bait continues                 
to hurt fisheries bottom line, and alternatives remain limited due to a lack of investment in research and                  
development. Large, well-financed fisheries continue to buy up some of the country’s largest fisheries and               
dominate the small boat nature of the industry. And Trump’s trade war continues to squeeze               
fishermen--lobstermen in particularly--and threaten their livelihood. Beto understands these unique          
challenges and as President, intends to directly confront them and support our nation’s fishermen.  
 

● END THE TRADE WAR WITH CHINA: The trade war with China in squeezing U.S. lobstermen.               
Through June, exports of lobster were down 80 percent over 2018 and the value of the exports                 
was down over $50 million as Canada has started to dominate the market. In order to remedy this,                  
on day one in office, Beto will end the trade war with China by eliminating the Trump tariffs.  
 

● HALT OFFSHORE DRILLING: The Trump Administration has sought to expand offshore oil drilling             
with a recent proposal from the Bureau of Ocean Energy seeking to open 90 percent of our                 
offshore reserves to development, to the detriment of the fishing industry. Beto has called on               
Congress to pass the Coastal and Marine Economies Protection Act, halting any new             
development along the Atlantic Coast. On Day One of his presidency, Beto will issue an               
executive order to ban any new fossil fuel leases on federal lands and any new drilling offshore. 
 

● INVEST IN INFRASTRUCTURE AND INNOVATION: Bait remains the single largest cost for any fishery,              
and as current bait options like herring become less readily available, it’s important to invest in                
both research to develop alternative bait methods, as well infrastructure along the coastline to              
ensure that existing bait can be kept alive and used when needed. Beto will double funding from                 
$3.36 million to $6.72 million for the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration’s            
(NOAA) Small Business Innovation Research Program to help small businesses research and            
develop alternative bait methods. He’ll also increase the government’s share in funding for the              
public-private Fisheries Innovation Fund, as well as ensure that NOAA's Saltonstall-Kennedy           
Grant Program is continually funded to guarantee sustainable fisheries and increase other            
opportunities to keep working waterfronts viable.  

 
● ADVANCE CLIMATE RESEARCH INTO OUR OCEANS: Climate change continues to have a profound             

effect on our oceans and as a result on U.S. fisheries. Beto will advance data collection in our                  
nation’s ocean’s, pushing 20 percent of a $250 billion-plus investment toward the climate science              
needed to understand the changes to our oceans and our atmosphere. Beyond that, he’ll continue               
to implement NOAA’s Fisheries Climate Science Strategy and guarantee continued funding for            
NOAA’s Electronic Monitoring and Reporting Grant Program to integrate technology into           
fisheries data collection and ensure that the federal government and local fishermen are on the               
same page in regards to what’s occurring in our oceans.  

 

https://www.noaa.gov/media-release/american-seafood-industry-steadily-increases-its-footprint
https://www.ozy.com/fast-forward/the-turning-tides-of-new-england-fisheries/81860
https://www.nhpr.org/post/facing-dying-industry-two-young-new-hampshire-fishermen-head-out-anyway#stream/0
https://www.boston.com/news/national-news/2019/08/26/how-chinas-tariffs-are-affecting-u-s-lobster-exports
https://www.concordmonitor.com/Fishermen-environmentalists-to-blast-offshore-drilling-plan-15971670
https://www.congress.gov/bill/116th-congress/house-bill/1941?q=%7B%22search%22%3A%5B%22h.r.+1941%22%5D%7D&s=1&r=1
https://www.seafoodsource.com/news/environment-sustainability/maine-lobster-industry-facing-bait-potential-regulation-issues-in-2019


 

● PROTECTING THE SMALL BOAT NATURE OF THE INDUSTRY: Small boats have long been a staple of                
the fishing industry, though recently, small boats face threats from hedge-fund managed fisheries             
buying up some of the largest fisheries in the northeast. With ample financial resources, these               
fisheries could soon dominate the industry. To guarantee the survival of life-long small boat              
fisheries and to prevent market concentration from increasing consumer prices, Beto would ask             
the Department of Justice and Federal Trade Commission to review these purchases and evaluate              
their impact on the market.  


